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On any given morning, you’re likely
to find this pair exercising and
socializing in the pool. Senior
advocates Marilyn and Claire have
been members of the club for
twenty years, embracing the
philosophy that exercise is valuable
both for our physical and our
mental health. “It’s so important
for seniors to take time to focus on
wellness when we can,”
drawing attention to her positive experiences throughout the years in various
water and land-based fitness classes. Marilyn adds, “Not only do we get physical
activity from the water fitness, we make new friends, have conversations with
someone other than ourselves. We need the social life as well as the physical life.”

2000 Square Feet!

Photo turf
room here

This is the size of our newly
expanded Turf Room, offering
plenty of space for member
workouts, fitness classes and Raise
Your Level Soccer Academy Clinics
and Programs.
Thank you Nolan for making this
happen!

A perfect way to begin an exercise program.
The water provides gentle resistance to
movements, which increases strength, improves
balance, and supports joints for low impact.
Join Wendy for:
ü Surf’s Up 10-10:45 Mondays & Wednesdays
ü Splash!

8:15 – 9:00 Tuesdays & Thursdays

A single bout of
exercise can boost
your mood! The
Journal of Sport &
Exercise Psychology
found that highly
active people were
more optimistic and
felt more positive
about their health
than those who did
little or no activity.
So go hit the gym!

Did you know?
In the 12th century, “Jeu de
paume” or “game of the palm”
was a game where people used
their hands to hit a ball over the
net. In the 16th century, racquets
were used to play what we now
call tennis.

In winter the air around us becomes drier, making
it just as important to drink fluids as during the
hot summer months. We still lose the same amount
of water, just over a longer period of time.
Dehydration can cause fatigue, headaches,
dizziness, loss of focus, and even impaired motor
coordination. No single formula fits everyone, but
guidelines suggest drinking up to 8-10 glasses of
fluids per day. Bottoms up!
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